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Abstract: The rise of multidrug-resistant bacteria has resulted in an increased interest in phage therapy,
which historically preceded antibiotic treatment against bacterial infections. To date, there have been
no reports of serious adverse events caused by phages. They have been successfully used to cure
human diseases in Eastern Europe for many decades. More recently, clinical trials and case reports for
a variety of indications have shown promising results. However, major hurdles to the introduction of
phage therapy in the Western world are the regulatory and legal frameworks. Present regulations may
take a decade or longer to be fulfilled. It is of urgent need to speed up the availability of phage therapy.
Keywords: phages; phage therapy; Helsinki declaration; regulation; magistral preparation

1. Introduction
Phages are attracting increasing attention for therapeutic approaches against antibiotic-resistant
bacterial infections [1]. They exert therapeutic effects by killing bacteria and have been applied
successfully against various bacterial infections since their discovery about 100 years ago. However,
no phage therapeutic approach has been approved for human use in the United States (US)
or the European Union (EU). Serious adverse events by phage therapy have not been reported
to date, which justifies their use against antibiotic-resistant bacterial infections [2]. Phages are
biologicals and cannot fulfil the strict regulations for chemical antibacterial agents with respect
to standardization and reproducibility. The Centers for Disease Control have warned about the
present time as “post-antibiotic era” [3]. A group of commonly multidrug-resistant bacteria have been
designated as ESKAPE, an acronym of Enterococcus faecium, Staphylococcus aureus, Klebsiella pneumoniae,
Acinetobacter baumannii, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, and Enterobacter species [4]. Phage therapy could
provide a promising adjunct to existing antibiotic treatments to combat multidrug-resistant infections.
2. History of Phage Therapy
Phages are the most abundant organisms on Earth. They amount to about 1031 particles
on our planet and are distributed over all ecosystems such as the oceans and freshwater, the air
up to the stratosphere, and surfaces inside and outside of the human body [5]. Depending on
the environment, phages can be about 10- to 100-fold more abundant than their prokaryotic hosts [6].
In 2005, virologist Curtis Suttle illustrated their vast abundance by concentrating hundreds of liters of
ocean water and presenting the phages in electron micrographs or by fluorescent DNA staining [7,8].
Earlier, in 1989, Norwegian scientists had described up to 250 million phages per milliliter of marine
water using transmission electron microscopy, changing in numbers as a consequence of the seasons [9].
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pyophage (“PYO”) cocktail that contains phages to a wide variety of bacteria including streptococci,
staphylococci, Shigella, Salmonella, Escherichia coli, Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Proteus [25]. Thereby,
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gained acceptance within the medical community within a few years, and may also be effective against
other indications such as inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), obesity, possibly even mental disorders,
and others [39].
Analysis of the Zurich patient’s fecal virome revealed a relatively low complexity after recovery.
Only about twenty different phage types were identified [31]. The relatively low abundance of phages
in the cured patient may have been an indicator of a healthy microbiota. Indeed, inflammatory
conditions associated with obesity and IBD lead to an expansion of phage populations [40–43]. In the
case of the Zurich patient we identified a core phage population that was highly similar between
donor and patient and therefore likely transmitted during FMT. In addition to these highly abundant
core phages, individual phages of low abundance are likely present, but more difficult to identify.
Similar to this analysis, viral populations in various sites of the oceans exhibited a core virome
shared among samples from different sites, along with less abundant phages specific for certain
environments [44].
Microbiota studies on the effects of FMT have largely focused on bacterial populations. However,
it is likely that successful FMT is also attributable to the phages present in feces (the “phagebiota”),
not to bacteria alone. Along this line, it has been demonstrated that FMT can cure C. difficile infections
even when bacteria are removed by filtration, leaving phages as the only transmitted biological
species [45]. Additionally, confirming the findings in the Zurich patient, it has been shown that transfer
of phages during FMT correlates with success of treating C. difficile infections [46]. Thus, phages alone
may be sufficient to exert therapeutic effects. This, however, needs to be confirmed with more patients.
In the future, FMT may be replaced by microbiota-targeting therapies using defined combinations
of microorganisms instead of complex and poorly defined donor stool specimens [47]. It can be
envisioned that such combinations of microorganisms will benefit from including specific phages that
can help establish a healthy microbiota in the patient. In the case of C. difficile infections, for example,
it may also be useful to supplement microbiota-targeting therapies with a cocktail of C. difficile-specific
phages [48]. The apparent importance of the phagebiota suggests that phage-based therapies may be
efficient also against other intestinal diseases characterized by altered microbiota, such as IBD, type II
diabetes (T2D), and obesity. Indeed, significant alterations in the phageomes of patients with IBD [43]
and T2D [49] have been described, and phages adhering to intestinal mucus have been shown to
provide protection against bacterial infections and regulate local inflammation [50,51]. These findings
suggest that specifically manipulating phage populations may provide new avenues for curing these
and related diseases.
Mouse studies have shown that obese mice feeding on the feces of co-caged lean mice can become
lean [52]. Obese mice, on average, have less complex microbiota with reduced diversity and richness,
perhaps because the rich nutritional milieu provided by a high caloric diet, causes overgrowth of a
limited number of specialized bacteria [53–55]. Thus, obese mice may replenish their microbiota with
the diverse microorganisms in the feces of lean mice. Low bacterial richness may also be linked to
obesity in humans, which is apparently not easily reverted by patients [56]. It has been recently shown
that a low diversity of intestinal bacteria predisposes to later weight gain, suggesting a causal role
of microbiota in the development of obesity [57]. The role of the phageome, however, remains to be
studied in human subjects.
4. Recent Developments in Phage Therapy
The fear of multidrug-resistant bacterial infections of hospitalized patients has led to recent
efforts to investigate phage therapy by medical doctors, funding from the EU, and various companies.
The Eliava institute in Tbilisi, Republic of Georgia, as well as hospitals in Novosibirsk, Russia and
Wroclaw, Poland, have continuously published case reports on the positive effects of phage therapy
and thereby helped to keep this approach alive [58–62]. Results from the first placebo-controlled,
double-blind human clinical trial (Phase I/II) on therapeutic phages were published in 2009 [63].
Phages against P. aeruginosa infections in chronic otitis resulted in reduced bacterial counts and
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significantly improved symptoms compared to a placebo group, in the absence of treatment-related
adverse events.
Most striking was the recent well-documented case of Tom Patterson who was infected with
a multidrug-resistant Acinetobacter baumannii strain during a trip to Egypt. His wife, the physician
Steffanie Strathdee, initiated a phage treatment. Patterson was transferred to California and remained
in a coma for three months. The phage therapy was made possible through a combined effort
by doctors, researchers, the US Navy and health authorities. The phages were isolates from sewage
water and environmental samples. About 100 phages were screened for lytic activity against
the patient’s A. baumannii strain and the most active phages were combined in cocktails of four.
Three originated from the US Navy phage library at Texas A&M University, and one from AmpliPhi
Biosciences, CA, and were applied through percutaneous catheters and intravenously, which was
rather unusual but permitted under these life-threatening conditions. The treatment was well tolerated
and the patient recovered [64]. Other nosocomial outbreaks of A. baumannii have been reported
recently [65–70]. Phages may be able to contain such outbreaks and reduce mortality in the future.
Meanwhile, Strathdee wrote a book on how phage therapy saved her husband from a deadly
superbug (to be published in 2019), and together with Robert Schooley became Codirector of University
of California’s Center on Innovative Phage Applications and Therapeutics (IPATH) in San Diego, CA.
Schooley, an infectious disease physician at the university, was the first author on the manuscript about
Patterson’s cure [64]. Several compassionate trials on patients are forthcoming.
The Nestlé company started a large effort on phage therapy several years ago, described by the
phage researcher Harald Brüssow. His group selected T4-like phages against E. coli induced diarrhea
in children in Bangladesh. The orally applied phages were well-tolerated. However, the children
did not have sufficient numbers of E. coli in their intestine to allow for amplification of the phages.
Consequently, there was no significant therapeutic effect [71,72].
In 2013 the European Commission started a therapeutic trial for the treatment of burn wounds
under the 7th Framework Program called PhagoBurn. The multicentered randomized clinical trial
comprising eleven clinical EU partners from France, Belgium and Switzerland aimed at treating
P. aeruginosa infected burn wounds with Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP) produced phages [73].
The topically applied phages successfully reduced the bacterial burden, but at slower pace than the
standard of care treatment, sulfadiazine silver emulsion cream. The phages, however, caused fewer
side effects than the standard of care treatment [73], highlighting the potential of phage therapy against
open wounds. As part of the PhagoBurn trial, the French company Clean Cells was the first to achieve
GMP-like production of phages.
In addition, efforts made in Germany by Phage4Cure, a joint project involving the Leibnitz Institut
Deutsche Sammlung von Mikroorganismen und Zellkulturen (DSMZ) and the Fraunhofer Institute for
Toxicology and Experimental Medicine in Braunschweig as well as the Charité Berlin with funding
from the Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) aim at identifying phages against P. aeruginosa,
and test them in preclinical and clinical trials in the upcoming four years.
A significant reduction of a contamination with pan-resistant P. aeruginosa was achieved by
surgeons of the German Military Hospital, Berlin, while treating a war-injured patient with a
mixture of phages from the Eliava Institute, antibiotics and other detoxifying agents. The authors
stress the importance of combining phages with antibiotics and even discuss antimicrobial peptides
or photodynamic therapies in combination with phages [74]. Phages may increase the uptake of
antibiotics into bacterial cells. Therefore, phage therapy is likely most effective when combined with
antibiotics [74–78]. In this effort Jean-Paul Pirnay from the Queen Astrid Military Hospital in Brussels,
Belgium, also participated, who is an advocate of phage therapy and published a proposal for
guidelines on how phage therapy can be implemented today [1].
Another strong advocate of phage therapy, Elizabeth Kutter, is promoting phage treatment
of diabetic foot ulcers that are often infected with MRSA strains or other multidrug resistant
bacteria. The results of nine patients with MRSA infection and poor response to antibiotics that
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have been successfully treated topically with a staphylococcal phage have been published recently [79].
In addition, phage therapy shows promise against the second most frequently implicated bacterium in
diabetic foot infections, Klebsiella pneumoniae [80]. In the US, about 100,000 foot amputations result
from diabetic foot ulcers and osteomyelitis every year [81], many of which may be preventable by
phage therapy.
In vitro studies performed in collaboration with the University Hospital of Zurich and the Eliava
Institute on the PYO phage cocktail that is commercially available and registered in Russia identified
a potential to cure urinary tract infections (UTIs) [82]. The laboratory results will be applied in a
clinical trial to about 80 UTI patients who will be treated at the Tsulukidze National Center of Urology
in Tbilisi, Republic of Georgia [83]. Phages will be prepared at the Eliava Institute. Pilot studies found
that treatment of UTIs with the phage cocktails substantially decreased bacterial titers in six out of
nine patients, with no adverse events reported [84].
The survey on phage therapy, as presented and discussed during the 2018 workshop Viruses
of Microbes in Wroclaw, supported by the European Molecular Biology Organization (EMBO)
and with over 500 participants, made it clear: phage therapy is not within close reach; it will
likely take ten to fifteen years. Many of the participants had experienced desperate pleas and calls
from patients with chronic infections facing an amputation as the only option. Others reported on
family members who died of sepsis—without any explanation as to how this came about, such as
hospital infections. Sepsis is a severe condition, however, it is not always life-threatening and
therefore such patients do not comply with the rules of the Helsinki Declaration: “In the treatment of
an individual patient, where proven interventions do not exist or other known interventions have
been ineffective, the physician, after seeking expert advice, with informed consent from the patient or
a legally authorized representative, may use an unproven intervention if in the physician’s judgement
it offers hope of saving life, re-establishing health or alleviating suffering. This intervention should
subsequently be made the object of research, designed to evaluate its safety and efficacy. In all cases,
new information must be recorded and, where appropriate, made publicly available.” [85].
As opposed to antibiotics, phages are self-dosing and self-limiting (Figure 3), and formation of
resistance is typically lower [86–88]. Throughout more than one hundred years no serious adverse
events caused by phage therapy have been reported [2,89]. However, there is still a need to develop
or follow measures that can mitigate potential safety concerns. One of the challenges is that phage
preparations will inevitably contain some amount of endotoxin or other harmful bacterial components.
This is especially important if the phages are applied intravenously. Thus, before intravenous application,
endotoxin levels need to be determined and the phage preparations diluted accordingly to meet the
FDA-recommended limitation of 5 endotoxin units per kg of body weight per hour [64]. This issue
can be overcome by using highly purified phage preparations [86]. Another safety concern is the
potential rapid release of endotoxin due to bacterial lysis [90]. A strategy to avoid this is to genetically
engineer non-replicating phages to inactivate the host bacteria without lysing them [91]. However,
a recent study found that, although phages kill pathogenic E. coli faster than β-lactam antibiotics,
phages released fewer endotoxin when directly compared [92].
Bacterial resistance to therapeutic phages has been observed. However, the potential for inducing
resistance is considerably narrower than for antibiotics because of the restricted host range of
most phages, as well as due to the fitness cost for the bacterium associated with altering surface
receptors [82,83]. Since there is usually no cross-resistance with antibiotics, a combination of phages
with antibiotics may be the best measure to preclude resistance formation [86].
The potential problem of introducing harmful genes such as virulence factors or those conferring
antibiotic resistance can be overcome by using fully sequenced phages. Phage banks should only
include well-characterized phages that do not carry potentially harmful genes.
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Within the narrow time frame of approximately 36 h to treat septic patients, it is necessary for the
physician to perform a “phagogram”, similar to an antibiogram, that will determine which phages the
bacterial pathogens are susceptible to [1]. Of note, the results obtained from a phagogram are generally
obtained within the same time frame as are antibiograms, within 18 h, using commercially available
kits
[1,93].
Selected
phages can then be amplified and purified on-site within a time frame of 18 7h of
[94].
Viruses
2018, 10,
x
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6. The Future of Phage Therapy
What is essential to accelerate the availability of phage therapy?
1. We need interim regulations by authorities with reduced stringency until the demands for
present-day guidelines can be fulfilled, which may require many years.
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6. The Future of Phage Therapy
What is essential to accelerate the availability of phage therapy?
1. We need interim regulations by authorities with reduced stringency until the demands for
present-day guidelines can be fulfilled, which may require many years.
2. We need well-characterized phages that are pure, sequenced and have a defined host specificity.
Information on phage banks should become available to physicians. A phage bank with well-characterized
phage stocks needs to be able to supply phages for fast amplification and treatment within 36 h—the
time some septic patients spend in intensive care units before succumbing. Such a treatment would
probably be in agreement with the Helsinki Declaration. However, physicians and patients need to be
informed about phage therapy, informed consent is required and phages should be made available.
For these phages, one or several authorized storage places are required. Characterization, purification,
sequencing and storage of one phage can be achieved at a cost of about € 500. Storage under qualified
conditions is available, for instance, in Bern, Switzerland. Large phage collections already exist
in Brussels, Belgium, Tbilisi, Republic of Georgia, Novosibirsk, Russia, Braunschweig, Germany,
Zurich, Switzerland, Helsinki, Finland, and Quebec City, Canada. They are, however, currently,
not easily available.
Many phages are required, because multiple phage types may be needed to treat different strains
of one bacterial species. Furthermore, several bacterial strains are often present in an infection.
Phage therapy is a form of individualized or personalized medicine. Thus, therapeutic phages need
to be tested for effectiveness against the patients’ pathogens (phagogram) and phage cocktails be
individually prepared. This may not be attractive for industries, but is necessary.
3. The preparation of phages “in the spirit of GMP” should be performed with the help of magistral
preparations by pharmacies as recommended in a concept paper by Pirnay and colleagues [1]. In the
magistral approach, phage therapeutics are formulated on demand by selected authorized pharmacies.
4. Politicians need to be alerted to support such a combined effort, preferably at the European level.
A fast interim solution is urgently needed and requires political decisions to be made.
This proposal was initiated during the Viruses of Microbes workshop in Wroclaw, 2018, by a
consortium of several phage researchers, asking all participants for support of phage therapy.
Around two hundred participants, including many phage experts, agreed. The names of the consortium
members are listed on the petition page shown below (Figure 4). Additional information can be
found on www.phage-initiative.org, including references about ongoing research under “About Us”.
To support the proposal, please send an e-mail saying “yes” to support@phage-initiative.org.
Many supporting signatures arrived. Almost all participants of the phage meeting signed,
but more signatures will be required to convince political authorities. They will be approached with
the list of signatures.
We should remember that a global effort was made to successfully combat HIV/AIDS.
Similar mechanisms are required to help to proceed with phage therapy. The need is of similar urgency,
the number of people suffering from multidrug-resistant infections will be much higher in the near future.
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